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ticularly important to biological researchers, as it can be used to derive new hypothe-
ses and research efforts.  In particular, for our biological examples, it was shown that
HDPDCS can indeed distinguish between different bacterial communities on the
basis of which substrates are being used -- i.e., 2,4-D degraders -- based on a stan-
dardized test that measures substrate uptake.  This may help to distinguish what sub-
strates are available in each of the communities, and may have ramifications in
determining which bacteria are suitable for bioremediation of particular environ-
ments.  In practical problems, one can derive several different patterns which includes
different numbers of features to characterize the same classes.

Finally, the errors of classification in each class are not uniform across the data
sets examined. This information may also provide some hints for research in the
domain being studied.

There are some problems of classifiability of high dimensionality data sets  noted
for the GA/RULE  approach.  The quality of the data sets -- i.e., whether or not they
have overlapping features in some classes, or lack sufficient information for discrimi-
nation among the classes -- affects pattern discovery and classification accuracy.  The
quantity of training samples given, or the ratio of training sample size to dimensional-
ity, are crucial factors in the design of a pattern discovery and classification system.
The sample (training) dataset needs to be representative, and it must also be large
enough to allow for effective training. Otherwise, it will allow ‘false’ patterns and
rules to be induced, based on a few examples which do not span the space of possible
class membership.

4. Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper we have shown that genetic algorithms can be a good data mining tool,
and play an important role in pattern discovery and classification for high dimension-
ality and multiclass data.  The basic approach is a classification -- feedback -- pattern
evaluation technique.  This is an automated pattern search method which utilizes
feedback information from the classifier being designed to change the decision space.
The GA/RULE does this by modifying the classifier pattern of the decision rule using
inductive learning and evolution to improve the performance of the classifier. The
results achieved by this approach indicate potential application in many other fields.
We plan to go on to test various data sets with different types of features, design
appropriate encodings.  We also plan to apply parallel genetic algorithms to discover
several disjunctive patterns on different nodes (island) and use coevolution to increase
the quality of discovery patterns.  The final goal is to put this approach into practical
KDD systems.
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probability 0.3 for a 0, 0.3 for a 1,  and 0.4 for a #.  The population size was 200, 40%
of individuals (random) survived without change from each generation, elitism pre-
served the best individual, the crossover rate was 0.6, the mutation rate was 0.005, and
fitness-proportional roulette wheel selection was used.

In several runs, the HDPDCS system discovered a reasonable classification rule
and corresponding patterns for each data set.  The HDPDCS outperformed a standard
KNN method in every case, and its performance approached that of the hybrid GA/
KNN method in most cases.  It is most important to note, however, that the computa-
tion time required for the hybrid GA/KNN method running under similar circum-
stances was about 14 days (if run on a single SPARC I processor), whereas the
HDBPCS required only 3 hours, although on a somewhat faster processor.  The aver-
age accuracy results of six runs and the numbers of valid features after selection are
shown in Table 1 below.

The useful patterns we discovered can be listed for every class of each different
data set.  Here we show the three patterns forP. putida isolates (104) of Rhizosphere
data in Table 2.  In the original data set each data sample has 96 features.  After learn-
ing, we found patterns for three classes  using only 8 features.

Table 1: Classification results using HDPDCS system

Table 2: Discovery Patterns forP. putida data using HDBPCS system

Information about the patterns of the classes such as that shown in Table 2 is par-

KNN
Correctness

rate

GA/KNN
Correctness

rate

HDPDCS
Correctness

rate

Number of
features

Number of
valid features

Rhizosphere data
Training 71.00% 82.00% 80.00%

96 23
Test 68.00% 79.90% 70.00%

P.fluorescens Training 86.80% 96 13

P. putida Training 87.37% 96 8

2,4-D data
Training 93.36% 99.17% 98.61%

96 22
Test 91.70% 98.00% 96.00%

Feature index Feature 9 21 35 41 52 66 81 95

Class 1 rhizosphere 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 #

Class 2
non-

rhizosphere
1 # # 1 0 1 # 1

Class 3 crop residue 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
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After we delete all redundant features, we can easily pick out the useful pat-
terns for the various classes.  These patterns provide information useful to
domain experts for evaluating and interpreting the characteristics of the classes,
which constitutes “knowledge” about them.  In the end,  near-optimal patterns
can be drawn from the best rule which keeps the classification performance at a
certain level, and this makes knowledge available for use in tasks of prediction
and description.

3.6  A Real-World Problem -- Biological Pattern Discovery and Classification.

We explored pattern discovery and classification of several real-world datasets exem-
plifying high-dimensionality biological data.  Researchers in the Center for Microbial
Ecology (CME) of Michigan State University have sampled various agricultural envi-
ronments for study.  Their first experiments used the Biolog test as the discrimina-
tor.  Biolog consists of a plate of 96 wells, with a different substrate in each well.
These substrates (various sugars, amino acids and other nutrients) are assimilated by
some microbes and not by others.  If the microbial sample processes the substrate in
the well, that well changes color, which can be recorded photometrically.  Thus large
numbers of samples can be processed and characterized based on the substrates they
can assimilate.  Each microbial sample described was tested on the 96 features pro-
vided by Biolog (for some experiments, extra taxonomic data were also used); the
value of each feature is either 0 or 1.

Using the Biolog test suite to generate data, two test sets were used in showing
the effectiveness of our approach.

Rhizosphere Data Set

Soil samples were taken from three environments found in agriculture:

1) near the roots of a crop (rhizosphere), 2) away from the influence of the roots
(non-rhizosphere), or 3) in a fallow field (crop residue).  There are 300 samples
in total, 100 samples per area.  The data set containsP. fluorescens isolates (196
isolates) andP. putida isolates (104).  These two isolates represent two different
species of bacteria which are phylogenetically closely related.

2,4-D Data Set

Soil samples were collected from a site that is contaminated with 2,4-D (dichlo-
rophenoxyacetic acid), a pesticide.  There were 3 classes, based on three genet-
ically similar microbial isolates which show the ability to degrade 2,4-D.  There
were a total of 232 samples.

We applied the HDPDCS to the two datasets described above.  The GA parame-
ters used were those that gave the best results over a number of runs.  The initial pop-
ulations were created randomly, with the value at each vector position generated using
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• Genetic Operators

Crossover was standard one-point crossover.  Mutation was standard single bit-
modification. Operations were performed only on the condition part of the clas-
sifiers/rules.  Elitism was used to keep the best solution in the population, and
mating was generational, not steady-state.  Offspring replaced their parents.

• Discovering Useful Patterns

To keep the complexity of the useful patterns and rules generated to a mini-
mum, an optimization step was applied to remove redundant features

..

For each pattern of different classes of a rule, we arrange the class-feature vec-
tors as a matrix above; then for the binary case, we determine whether every
class-feature vector has the same value (1 or 0) or a “don’t care” (#) at any fea-
ture position (column); for the nominal case, we determine whether every class-
feature vector has the same string at any feature position.  If either of these situ-
ations occurs, the number of the n_don’tcare variable is incremented, as this
feature is not contributing to the discrimination of classes;  e.g.,  in the binary
case

for any column i,

         if ∀(ymi, yni) {(ymi = yni)  or  (ymi  = #)  or  (yni = #)},

            where m, n =1, 2,. . ., k,  m≠ n,

        then theith feature is redundant for classification

        else valid.

For the case of numerical features, the situation is more complicated.  We
might, for example, set as a criterion for matching that every class-feature vec-
tor have the same interval (i. e., lower and upper bounds) at any feature posi-
tion, but that appears to be overly restrictive.  Instead, one might, for example,
require for a match only that the upper bounds are within epsilon of each other,
for some given positive epsilon, and that the lower bounds are similarly within
epsilon of each other.  For other cases we can do same thing to remove redun-
dant features.

y11, y12, y1N
y21, y21, y2N

yk1 yk2 ykN

ω⇒

. . .

. . .

. . .
  . . .     . . .    . . .    . . .
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It is convenient to assume that the discriminant function gj(x) uses scalar values
and that the patternx belongs to thejth class if and only if

gj(x) > gi(x),        forj, i = 1, 2, …, k, i ≠ j

This is equivalent to

R(x) = ωj,         when   gj(x) = max {gi(x)} i = 1, 2, …, k,

The decision in N-dimensional feature space between pattern classesωj andωi is
defined by the equation

gj(x) - gi(x) = 0

The above equation represents the decision surface. When a patternx falls on the
boundary of this surface, it is ambiguous as to which classification to make.  It would
be advantageous to allow the classifier to withhold making a decision and reject the
pattern.  However, in the results described here, the classification of the first pattern to
achieve the maximum number of matches is arbitrarily assigned.

3.5 Evolution of the Rule Classifier and Pattern Discovery Using a GA

Running HDPDCS yields a small set of “best” classification rules which classify the
training set more accurately than other rule sets. By examining those “good” rules,
one can determine those features which are most useful for classification. In order to
find the interesting patterns of each class as simply as possible, we must keep the
number of features used to a minimum and provide a mechanism by which one can
foster not only accuracy of classification, but also minimum cardinality of the feature
set used. The problem then becomes a multiobjective or multicriterion optimization
problem. One way to address this is to add another term to the fitness function and to
choose different proportions of wild cards # (in the binary and nominal value cases) in
the rule classifiers of the initial population.

• Fitness Function

Each rule’s fitness is based on the classification of the known samples. The
form of the fitness function is as follows:

Fitness = CorrectPats/TotPats +α ∗ n_don’tcare/TotPats.
where TotPats is the number of total training samples to be examined and Cor-
rectPats is the number of training samples correctly classified by the rule, and
n_don’tcare is the number of invalid features (see below) for classification. The
constantα is used to tune the two terms of the fitness function, and its value is
determined on a problem-specific basis. This fitness function could be used to
guide the GA to search out best rule sets as a multiobjective optimization prob-
lem, if the GA also searched the space of possibleα’s.
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For numerical type of feature:

where

• wi ∈{0,1}, 1≤ i ≤Ν.

When we use only binary values forw*, we interpret it as follows: if theith
weight component is one, then theith feature was preserved in feature space;
otherwise, the feature was discarded from the feature set. Thus we perform fea-
ture selection to define an optimal subset pattern and (potentially) reduce the
dimensionality of the original data pattern.

• wi ∈[a, b], such as wi ∈[0.0, 10.0], 1≤ i ≤Ν.
In this case, we do feature extraction by allowing the values of the weight

components to range over some values [a, b], such as 0.0 to 10.0 (presuming
that the features are first “normalized” to some standard range). That amounts
to searching for a relative weighting of features that gives optimal performance
on classification of the known samples. Thus we are selecting for features in a
linearly transformed space. Those weight components that move towards 0
indicate that their corresponding features are not important for the discrimina-
tion task. Essentially, those features “drop out” of the feature space and are not
considered. Any feature that moves towards the maximum weight indicates that
the classification process is sensitive to changes in that feature. That feature’s
dimension is elongated, which probably reflects that an increased separation
between the classes gave better resolution. The resulting weights indicate the
usefulness of a particular feature, sometimes called its discriminatory power.

gj x( ) W[ ] m xi y ji,( )
1

0



=
xi y ji∋( )

xi y ji∉( )
i 1=

N

∑=

gj x( ) W[ ] m xi y ji,( )
1

0



=
yjilower x≤

i
y jiupper≤( )

xi y jiupper y jilower[ , ]∉( )
i 1=

N

∑=

W

w1 0 ˙ 0

0 w2 0

0 0 0 0 wN

=

 ...
 ...

  .   .   .  .   .
  .   .   .  .   .

,  or w* = [w1,w2, …, wΝ], x = [x1, x2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , xN]
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x = [x1, x2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , xi,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , xN].             i = 1, 2,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , N,

where xi∈{0,1}, or nominal type, or numerical type in a defined range;

and N is the number of features

3.4 Evaluation of the Rules (Classifiers)

Each rule in the population is evaluated by applying it to classify the training data set.
In this procedure, every class-feature vector of the rule’s condition is compared with
each training vector at every feature position (i.e. every component).  For a binary
value, a 0 in the class-feature vector matches a 0 in the training vector, a 1 matches 1
and a # don’t-care character matches either 0 or 1.  For nominal types, the value
matches if the value is present in the enumerative set represented by the string of the
feature.  For numerical types, the value matches if the value is within the interval  of
the feature represented by the pair of strings (lower and upper bounds).  Thus, for a
training set with three classes, the training vector would be compared with the three
class-feature vectors of each rule.  The number of matching features in each pattern of
class-feature vector of the rule’s condition is counted, and the pattern of the rule’s
class-feature vector with the highest number of matches determines the classifier’s
message -- the class of the sample (handling of ties is described below).  Since the
class of each training sample is already known, this classification can then be judged
correct or not.  Based on the accuracy of classification, the decision rule can be
directly rewarded or punished.  Based on this rule “strength,” the GA can evolve new
rules.

Let us now discuss the use of classifier rules as pattern discriminators.  A given
data samplex of unknown class normally can be assigned to any of the k classes.
Thus, we have k possible decisions. Let R(x) be one of the above rule classifiers --
i.e., a function ofx that tell us which decision to make for every possible data pattern
x.  For example, R(x) = ωj denotes the decision to assign patternx to classωj. During
the classification step, class membership needs to be determined based on the com-
parison of k discrimination functions g1(x), g2(x), ... , gk(x), or, say, by k matching
functions m(xi, yji) computed for the input pattern under consideration.  A discrimina-
tion function or matching function for two different cases is defined as follows:

For binary type of feature:

For nominal type of feature:

gj x( ) W[ ] m xi y ji,( )
1

0



=
xi y ji=( )or y ji #=( )

xi y ji≠( )and yji #≠( )
i 1=

N

∑=
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of examiner as a classification predicate for the input data pattern.  All class-feature
vectors are put together to determine which features form useful patterns when used
in this rule’s decision for classification. The <message> part of the classifier is a class

variableω which indicates into which class the rule classifier places an input data
element based on matching against the pattern of each feature vector. A classifier rule
therefore takes the following form:

<classifier> : : = <condition> : <message>

The specific form of a rule for a class-feature vector, consisting of one pattern of
N elements, is:

( y11, ..., y1i, ..., y1N),  ... , ( yj1, ..., yji , ..., yjN),  ... ,  ( yk1, ..., yki ,  ... ykN) : ω ,

where  i = 1, 2,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , N;  j = 1, 2,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , k, and

whereω  is a variable whose value can be one of the k classes.

Class-feature vectors consisting of multiple patterns of N elements in disjunctive
normal form as described as follows:

( y11, ..., y1i, ..., y1N)1,  ... ( y11, ..., y1i, ..., y1N)q,
( yj1,  ..., yji , ..., yjN)1,   ... ( yj1,  ..., yji , ..., yjN)r,
  ... ,
( yk1, ..., yki , ... ykN)1,  ...  (yk1, ..., yki , ... ykN)1,: ω ,

The <condition> is a simple pattern matching device. For the binary and nominal
types of features, the alphabet of the class-feature vector consists of 0, 1, and a don’t-
care character; i.e., yji ∈{0, 1, #}.

When the value of a feature is of nominal type, each featureyji is a fixed-length
binary string which enumerates the nominal values in order.  For example, for the set
of colors = {white, yellow, black}, a three-bit string feature in turn represents white,
yellow, and black as present or not by 0 or 1. When the value of a feature is a numeri-
cal type, each featureyji is a pair of numerical values represented by a binary string

whose length depends on the desired resolution. The pair of valuesyji = (a, b) repre-
sents the upper and lower bounds, respectively, of an interval of the feature on the pat-
tern.

3.3 Training Data

The training data consists of a set X oftraining vectorsx each of size N (again, N
indicating the number of features being used), and each with a known classification
label:
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The results of this process are two: 1) “good” rules are created for classifying
“unknown” data, and 2) domain researchers are shown the interesting patterns and
those features which are important for the classification, based on the features used by
the rules.

Our HDPDCS, like most machine learning systems, performs supervised learn-
ing. The characteristics of the HDPDCS genetic algorithm are described in the fol-
lowing sections and in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The structure of the GA/RULE approach

The objective of the GA/RULE approach is to find the optimal transformation
that yields both the lowest classification error and patterns with smallest number of
features.  The basic tenet of this approach is to utilize a feedback linkage between pat-
tern evaluation and classification, but in a way much different from GA/KNN [8].
GA/RULE directly manipulates a rule representation which is used for classification
and evolving patterns.

3.2 Rule (Chromosome) Structure

Suppose there are k possible pattern classesω1, ω2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ωk.  A classifier is a produc-
tion rule which is used to make a decision assigning a pattern x to one of a set of
classesωj, j = 1, 2,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , k. The <condition> part of the rule in HDPDCS is a string
which consists of kclass-feature vectors, where k is the number of  classes.  Each
class-feature vector consists of one  pattern of N elements or multiple patterns of N
elements in disjunctive normal form, where N is the number of features being used for
the classification of that class k.  Each pattern of a class-feature vector plays the role

Initialize Population
 (random set of rules)

Training
Evaluation

Satisfied?
No

Yes

Best set of   rules

GA Evolution
Selection

Crossover

Mutation

New Population

andoptimal
 patterns

Decision Rules
with/wo weights

 of Patterns by
data set
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ture space is selected or transformed into a new feature space with fewer features
which (potentially) offers better separation of the pattern classes, which, in turn, facil-
itates discovery of nearly optimal patterns and improves the performance of the deci-
sion-making classifier.  The criterion for optimality of the patterns of different classes
is usually the probability of misclassification.

This GA data mining approach includes both the steps of selection, cleaning,
transformation, projection of data, and pattern extraction -- two major steps in the
whole KDD multi-step process [1].

3. GA/RULE Approach

One of great challenge for data mining from high dimensionality data is the computa-
tional cost. Algorithms are typically required to meet some acceptable computational
efficiency limitations.  In our previous research,  the computational cost of the GA/
KNN method [9] [10] we have used is very high and requires parallel or distributed
processing to be attractive for large, high-dimensionality problems.  We have
explored whether we could decrease computational cost without sacrificing perfor-
mance by directly generating rules -- i.e,. using a genetic algorithm combined with a
production (rule) system. This inductive learning method is simpler to implement
than the previous GA/KNN hybrid system, and requires substantially fewer computa-
tion cycles to achieve answers of similar quality. The system was developed for appli-
cation to both classification and pattern discovery by feature extraction of high
dimensionality feature patterns.  Thus, we named our system the HDPDCS (High
Dimensionality Pattern Discovery and Classification System) and first have applied it
to two previous biological data sets (containing two species) with encouraging results
(the original form was called HDBPCS) [10].  The accuracy of this method is signifi-
cantly better than the classical KNN method, and the algorithm is significantly faster
than our previous hybrid method for the classification of binary feature patterns.  Our
work builds on that of Wilson[11], Bonneli[12], Riolo[13], Oliver[14], Sedbrook et.
al[15], and Liepins[16], all of whom studied systems for inductive learning of classifi-
cation.

3.1 General Structure of the GA/RULE Approach

First, the binary feature pattern discovery and classification problem was selected for
study because it is both a common problem and easy to represent in the HDPDCS.
Then, general pattern discovery and classification were studied.  As with other induc-
tive learning approaches, this algorithm uses a collection of labeled “training” data to
drive learning.  What is characteristic of the approach is the “evolution” of classifiers/
rules to classify the training data, and subsequent testing of the accuracy of those clas-
sifiers on data not used in classifier training.
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cess.

In the following section we introduce the basic concept of this approach, then
apply this approach first to a binary data set, showing the effectiveness of the
approach on biological data.  In further ongoing research, it is being extended to han-
dle variety of feature types that include binary, nominal, numerical and structural fea-
tures.

2. Basic Concept of the Approach

In the design of automatic pattern classifiers, feature selection and extraction are cru-
cial to optimizing performance, and strongly affect classifier design.  Ideally, the
problems of feature selection and extraction on the one hand and classifier design on
the other should never be considered independently.  Yet, for practical considerations,
most researchers make the simplifying assumption that the feature selection/extrac-
tion stage and the classification stage are independent. However, the ultimate goal is
correct classification, and the intermediate step of feature extraction and dimensional-
ity reduction is, in a sense, subservient to that goal, rather than being an end in itself.
It would be better to couple pattern evaluation, including feature extraction, with
effective classification techniques [6] [7] [8].  This then implies some sort of classifi-
cation decision feedback mechanism to modify or adapt the feature patterns.  Our
research follows this direction.

We have developed a data mining approach based on genetic algorithms (GA’s).
The basic operation of this approach utilizes a feedback linkage between pattern eval-
uation and classification.  That is, we carry out pattern discovery by  feature extrac-
tion (with dimensionality reduction) and appropriate setting of thresholds
simultaneously with classifier design, through “genetic learning and evolution,” as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Pattern Discovery and Classifier with GA Feedback Learning System

The objective of this approach is to find  interesting feature patterns of certain
classes with a feature subset reduced from the originalN features such that useful
class discriminatory information is included and redundant class information and/or
noise is excluded.  We take the following general approach.  The data’s original fea-
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In this paper we summarize our research on pattern discovery and classification  from high-
dimensionality data sets  using genetic algorithms.  We have developed a GA-based approach
utilizing a feedback linkage between pattern evaluation and classification.  That is, we carry out
pattern discovery by feature extraction (with dimensionality reduction) and appropriate setting
of thresholds with classifier design simultaneously, through “genetic learning and evolution.”
This approach combines a GA with a production decision rule system.  We first apply this
approach on a binary data set, demonstrating the effectiveness of this approach on real biologi-
cal data. In further ongoing research, it will be extended to handle a variety of feature types that
include binary, nominal, numerical and structural features.

Keywords: genetic algorithms, classification, pattern discovery, feature extraction,  production
rules.

1. Introduction

The growing glut of data in the worlds of science, business and government create an
urgent need for a new generation of automated and intelligent tools and techniques
which can analyze, summarize, and extract “knowledge” from raw data [1].  Most of
knowledge discovery or data mining tools and techniques are based on statistics,
machine learning, pattern recognition and artificial neural networks.  The great chal-
lenge for data mining comes from huge databases of noisy, high-dimensionality data.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are good candidates for attacking this challenge since GAs
are very useful for extracting patterns in multiclass, high-dimensionality problems
where heuristic knowledge is sparse or incomplete [2] [3].

The data mining approach we have developed is called the GA/RULE approach--
a genetic algorithm combined with a production rule system.  This approach is based
on the general structure of a Pittsburgh-style classifier system [4] [5], and focuses on
discovery of feature patterns by the classification rules.  The inductive learning proce-
dure of the GA evolves a rule classifier using a known “training” sample set.  The
result of training is a small set of “best” classification rules which classify the training
set more accurately than other rule sets.  By examining these “good” rules, one can
discover the feature patterns which are most useful for classification.  These patterns
of interest, represented as rules, provide information useful to domain experts for
evaluating and interpreting the extracted patterns to decide what constitutes “knowl-
edge”, then consolidating the knowledge, resolving conflicts with previously
extracted knowledge, and making the knowledge available for use in the KDD pro-


